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THE PERFECT OFFICE
Want to know what a perfect office is about?
please click here to read more how to create a 
High Performance Workplace
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How important is your coffee machine in your office

Coffee Machine

PROBLEM! How many emails office

managers are getting when the coffee
machine is down? Quite a lot! People are
attached to coffee machines and are
unhappy when the coffee machine is down –
Meaning that coffee machines are very
important to employees and leads us to
Workplace Strategy (see below)

DO PEOPLE LIKE COFFEE?
Just looking at the expansion of coffee houses, these places are very popular and
appreciated by most of us. Going to a nice place and get a nice coffee is
something enjoyable. Unless you're very lucky, you're likely stuck in an office that
has coffee which is drinkable. It’s time now to have easy access to quality coffee
in the workplace

HOW COFFEE AFFECTS EMPLOYEES?
Coffee is considered an essential part of the
workday by most workers. Coffee plays a vital
role in providing the energy that helps
productivity, and it’s proven to keep people
awake and alert via stimulation of the central
nervous system

WORKPLACE STRATEGY
Management team, listen up! Coffee is really
important to your team, then offer them good coffee
and also coffee corners and break-out areas. Create
smart workspaces where people can achieve.
Workplaces have a big impact on people productivity,
talent retention and company’s culture. Break-out
areas are a great place for informal work, meetings,
discussion and it’s even better with a nice Cappuccino
or a Latte Macchiato. Creating community gathering
places will improve communication and collaboration
within the organization. If you are looking for ways to
cut costs in the workplace, don’t subject coffee and
break-out areas to the budget axes; it could impact
your workers’ energy, motivation and productivity

SUMMARY
Implement in your office enough coffee corners, break-out areas and  good coffee machines 
(capsules or real milk based machines). Not to be forgotten; water fountains, sodas, vending 
machines and why not  a daily fruit basket – It will then not be a cost, but an investment
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